Using real-time alerts for clinical trials

Identifying potential study subjects
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Summary
Background: Clinical trials are widely accepted as a necessary step in evaluating the safety and efficacy of new pharmaceutical products. In order for a sufficiently powered study, a clinical trial depends on the effective and unbiased recruitment of eligible patients. Trials involving seasonal diseases like influenza pose additional challenges.

Objective: This is a feasibility study of a mobile real-time alerting system to systematically identify potential study subjects for a randomized controlled trial evaluating the safety and efficacy of early intervention with interferon alfacon-1 for patients hospitalized for influenza virus infection.

Methods: The alerting system was setup in a 471-bed acute care teaching hospital, enabled with computerized physician order entry (CPOE) and a rules-based alerting system. Patients were identified from the entire hospital using two alerts types: pharmacy prescription records for antiviral drugs, and positive influenza laboratory results. Email alerts were generated and sent to BlackBerry® devices carried by the study personnel for a 6 month period. The alerts were archived automatically on a secure server and were exported for analysis in Microsoft Access.

Results: Over a period of 21 weeks, 779 total alerts were received. The study team was alerted to 241 patients, of whom 85 were potential study subjects. The alert system identified all but one of the patients independently identified by infection control.

Conclusions: Real-time identification of potential study subjects is possible with the integration of computerized physician order entry and BlackBerry® technology. It is a viable method for the systematic identification of patients throughout a hospital, particularly for trials investigating time-sensitive disease progression.
1. Introduction

Clinical trials are widely accepted as a necessary step in evaluating the safety and efficacy of new pharmaceutical products. In order for a sufficiently powered study, a clinical trial depends on the effective and unbiased recruitment of eligible patients [1, 2]. Recruitment however, is recognized as a challenge [3–7] and the demands placed on the team present a significant barrier that should be minimized [6].

Trials involving seasonal diseases like influenza pose additional challenges. Patients infected with influenza may be located throughout the hospital with varying degrees of acuity in the emergency department, internal medicine or in intensive care. Limited personnel for a study make recruitment difficult, given the geographic distribution of these care settings. Moreover, the need for immediate therapy [8] and the rapid presentation of influenza introduces a very short window for recruitment, as eligibility may be limited to within several days of symptom onset. Viewed together with the seasonal nature of influenza, where eligible patients arrive in waves [9, 10], this necessitates that a high number of patients be recruited in a short period of time.

Computerized real-time recruitment of eligible patients has been reported as a method to improve study investigator notification [3, 7, 11] and has been associated with increased referrals and enrollment [12]. Such an application was found to improve investigator notification from 56% to 84% in the emergency department [3]. In this case report, the authors present a feasibility study of a similar, but more mobile application, a BlackBerry® enabled real-time alerting system to improve the identification of potential study subjects for a randomized controlled trial evaluating the safety and efficacy of early intervention with interferon alfacon-1 for patients hospitalized for influenza virus infection. Potential study subjects for this clinical trial are those who have been identified to have probable or confirmed influenza infection but require further screening to determine eligibility.

Mobile platforms have been used in attempts to improve communication between clinicians [13, 14] and physician perceptions towards smartphones are positive in comparison to conventional paging methods [14]. The study team adopted a mobile platform to allow for immediate alerting without being geographically restricted to ward-specific recruitment.

2. Methods

The Toronto General Hospital is a 471-bed acute-care teaching hospital equipped with an electronic patient record that includes Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE), and diagnostic test reporting. Patients with influenza virus infection normally present in the emergency department, but may also present in other wards where they may be admitted for other reasons, including respirology, internal medicine or the intensive care unit. These patients are seen by a physician who orders the appropriate diagnostic tests and treatment through CPOE.

The eligibility criteria for the clinical trial included confirmed influenza virus infection, age 18 to 70 years, symptom onset of less than eight days and inpatient admission. Potential study participants were identified by abnormal laboratory results reported in CPOE or by antiviral treatment ordered by the physician, also in CPOE. The principal investigator evaluated the exclusion criteria and determined the final eligibility to the clinical trial after consent obtained from the patient.

A number of communication strategies were used to promote patient recruitment throughout the institution. It was not feasible to have a study team member at each ward and so a series of presentations were conducted and information pamphlets were distributed to inform staff of the clinical trial. A dummy enrolment run-in phase [15] was conducted in the month prior to initiation, to ensure appropriate enrollment without the violation of key inclusion criteria.

Recruitment using the BlackBerry® enabled real-time alerting system occurred over 6 months from October to March, excluding the holiday period from December 14th, 2010 to January 3rd, 2011 and all weekends. Personnel on the study team, including the principal investigator, study coordinators and research pharmacist were provided with BlackBerry® smartphones connected to a secure and private network. On these devices, they would receive two alert types generated as emails by Misys Insight (Misys Healthcare Systems, Raleigh NC), an alert-building software that interfaces...
with CPOE. The first were prescription orders of oseltamivir, zanamivir, and amantadine, which are antiviral drugs prescribed for treating influenza virus infection; the second were laboratory requests or results for influenza virus testing, including nasopharyngeal swabs, throat swabs, sputum, endotracheal tube aspirate, or broncho-alveolar lavage. The alerts were programmed by the study pharmacist in consultation with the Misys support group.

Infection control records of positive test results for influenza virus, or patients under isolation precaution for influenza-like illness, were available to the study team. However, the time delay associated with the receipt of these reports made them impractical for use in recruitment. When an alert was received, a member of the study team would consult with the patient’s physician before obtaining consent and screening for eligibility (Fig. 1).

All email alerts generated were automatically archived on a secure email server independent from the BlackBerry® devices. The archived emails were exported to comma-delimited format for analysis with Microsoft Access. Structured Query Language (SQL) queries were written to calculate: i) the total number of alerts received for antiviral prescriptions and positive laboratory results; ii) the total number of potential study subjects identified by the BlackBerry® enabled real-time alerting system compared to the total number of potential study subjects identified by historical Infection Control records; and iii) the frequency of first-alerts. These measures provide an assessment of how comprehensively potential study subjects can be identified as well as the effort placed on the study team to investigate the alerts. Each potential study subject has a unique first-alert; the first alert to be received by the study team whether for an antiviral prescription or a positive laboratory result is considered the first alert for that potential study subject.

The historical Infection Control records were reported independent of the data collection for this study and were received several weeks after the data collection period, to validate the BlackBerry® system.

3. Results

Over the recruitment period, the study team was alerted to 241 patients by the BlackBerry® enabled alerting system through antiviral prescription alerts and positive laboratory alerts as shown in Table 1. These patients were admitted throughout the hospital in internal medicine, critical care, transplantation, general surgery, intensive care, cardiology, gynecology and respirology. Only 85 of the 241 alerted patients were infected with influenza virus and were potential study subjects. After obtaining consent and screening, none of the potential study subjects were enrolled to the study due to age limitations or other medical complications. Infection control records had identified that 83 patients had confirmed influenza virus infection during the same period. Infection control records identified one patient that our system did not report. Compared to infection control records, our alerting system identified nearly 99% of patients with confirmed influenza virus infection and identified an additional two patients that were not reported in Infection Control records.

The study team assessed 779 alerts in total. Only 535 of the alerts were for potential study subjects, and since only the first alert is the most relevant for initial identification, only 85 alerts were relevant for identifying potential study subjects. Subsequent alerts for an already identified patient resulted from multiple order entries in the CPOE by the physician.

The first alerts for all patients identified by the BlackBerry®-enabled real-time alerting system are shown in Figure 2. Alerts were received through the day with apparent peaks in the morning and afternoon. When the alert frequency is considered on a weekly basis, a ‘wave’ of influenza patients was apparent, starting in early December as seen in Figure 3.

4. Discussion

The study team was able to manage a hospital-wide recruitment strategy by implementing a BlackBerry® enabled real-time alerting system. The alerts provided a systematic approach to identifying potential study subjects without a geographic selection bias.
Weiner et al. report an improvement from 56% to 84% identification of potentially eligible patients with an automated system [3, 16]. Our BlackBerry® enabled real-time alerting system allowed the identification of 99% of potential study subjects, who were also identified by Infection Control. Factors that contribute to the high identification rate of our system include: the inclusion criteria of the clinical trial, and the sensitivity of programmed alerts. The clinical trial in this study had very clearly defined inclusion criteria for positive influenza virus infection. These criteria have little ambiguity, are comprehensively documented in the CPOE and are readily programmable as alerts. Other clinical trials may have different identification rates depending on these factors.

4.1 Strengths and weakness of intervention

On average, each potential study subject generated 6.3 alerts. The redundant alerts occur for repeated reports of laboratory results for viral determination or for each antiviral drug order entered by a physician. Both events were selected, to ensure the rapid initial identification of patients who may have been eligible. Selecting the events to be alerted for is a balance between timely alerts and comprehensive identification with implications to effort for the study team. A limitation of this study is the lack of formal evaluation of the perceptions of the alerting system with the study team and healthcare providers; informal discussions with physicians participating in the study suggest positive perceptions from the reduced need to be constantly aware of the study criteria [17].

Alert redundancy could be reduced by implementing further conditions in the programmed alerts. Subsequent alerts for patients who have already been identified as potential study subjects could be filtered to reduce false alerts. This limitation was also reported by the experience of other authors [3].

Other events of potential study subject identification could be explored for more rapid initial identification. For example, isolation precaution orders may occur prior to both antiviral drug orders or laboratory results. Unfortunately, isolation precautions are not specific to influenza virus infection and may increase the number of false alerts for studies specific to influenza only.

The clinical trials alerting system we describe is only possible in settings with an electronic medical record and CPOE integration. The dependence on EMR and the compatibility of the Misys alerting system with the EMR may be a limitation of this application.

4.2 Significance and Application

A clinical trial alert system was used in an outpatient settings to improve referrals and enrollment [12] and the results from our observations suggest similar improvements are possible for an in-patient setting. A real-time clinical trial alerting system is widely applicable as it may allow for the efficient identification of potential study subjects for multiple studies [18]. Such a system could be scaled to consider other routinely collected data in the EMR [19]. This would be particularly useful for clinical trials involving patients who present to many hospital wards, or for clinical trials that require a rapid initiation of study interventions and timely sample collection.

A clinical trials alert system may be well suited for intensive care settings, where complex considerations are needed for the recruitment of critically ill patients to multiple available clinical trials. The use of a non-electronic screening log has been used for recruitment into multiple trials in the intensive care unit [20]. A clinical trials alert system may assist in managing the complexity of co-enrollment to multiple clinical trials in the ICU, a practice that some clinicians are endorsing [21].

Another benefit would be to better understand when potential study subjects become eligible for enrollment. By receiving alerts in real-time, it is possible to anticipate future peaks and valleys [10] in recruitment, allowing for a more directed use of study team resources.

Using real-time alerts would also be quite valuable outside of clinical research. For example, patients eligible for prophylaxis or treatment of a condition could be proactively identified. By using BlackBerry® smartphones, pertinent information can reach the team responsible for the patient in real-time, thus allowing for instant communication and appropriate action. Similarly, real-time alerts may have valuable application in hospital epidemiology in alerting providers of the need for increased precautionary measures.
5. Conclusion

Real-time identification of potential study subjects is possible with the integration of CPOE and BlackBerry® technology. It is a viable method for ensuring the comprehensive and systematic identification of patients to approach for consent and enrollment to trials investigating time-sensitive disease progression. Further research in the development of automated alerting for the clinical-trial recruitment process is warranted.

The use of automated alerting is applicable both in the context of subject recruitment for clinical trials, and also in the context of infection control and management. The further development of alert logic sets, and the integration of these automated identification tools with CPOE may provide a more efficient use of resources in response to seasonal waves of influenza infection.
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Fig. 1 Process of potential study subject identification
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Fig. 2 First alert frequency by time of day (all patients)

Fig. 3 First alert frequency by week (all patients)
**Table 1** Alerts received using a BlackBerry® enabled real-time alerting system. Potential study subjects for this clinical trial are those who have been identified to have probable or confirmed influenza infection but require further screening to determine eligibility. The first alert to be received by the study team whether for an antiviral prescription or a positive laboratory result is considered the first alert for that potential study subject.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Potential Study Subjects</th>
<th>False Alerts</th>
<th>All Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Patients</td>
<td>85 patients</td>
<td>156 patients</td>
<td>241 patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positive Influenza Alerts (first alerts)</td>
<td>401 (45)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>401 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiviral Prescription Alerts (first alerts)</td>
<td>134 (40)</td>
<td>244 (156)</td>
<td>378 (196)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Alerts</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>779</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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